Summary of the Clarifications for ITB SER 08 2020

Question 1: As we are Dell distributor and premium partner, is there any possibility to offer Dell notebooks instead of HP. Of course sam class notebook, just different vendor?
Reply 1: OSCE PC platform is HP, and our narrow ICT standards, only models specified in Annex D are satisfying.

Question 2: During delivery procedure do you definitely need Certificate of Origin?
Reply 2: We would need to have certificate for Grade A refurbishing.

Question 3: The requested models are old and undeliverable. For reference, the current generation is G7. Is EliteBook 840 G7 with its corresponding Docking Station an acceptable alternative?
Reply 3: No alterations from advertised tech spec are possible. Only models we have specified can be accepted.

Question 4: Can you accept laptops with 14” display.
Reply 4: Yes

Question 5: Is self-encrypting drive functionality compulsory in case of SSD drive?
Reply 5: Yes

Question 6: Is M.2 format compulsory in case of SSD drive?
Reply 6: Yes

Question 7: Is the HP EliteBook 840 G5 or G6 (both more recent versions of the requested model) be acceptable alternatives?
Reply 7: No alternative would be accepted.

Question 8: Would Windows 10 Pro operating system be an acceptable alternative to the requested Windows 7 Pro?
Reply 8: No alternative would be accepted.

Question 9: Is it acceptable to offer USB-C docking station for HP Elitebook 840 Generation 7 (LOT3)?
Reply 9: No alternative would be accepted.